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From the Pen of evo
IIHonesty depicts personality while integrity depicts your chcrncter,"

Integrity as a term describes the way in which employees
make sense of the values, relationships and commitments
that are parts of their personal as well as professional lives.
These demonstrate a need and a capacity on the part of the
employees how they act in a work role in the context of a
broader narrative of ideals, values, character and consistency.
Having a capacity and the moral competence to do this is
important.

The employees working with vulnerability can play a role in
challenging systems of which the procedures and outcomes
often perpetuate and encourage injustice, disrespectful
treatment and a lack of genuine care and sensitivity.
'Professional integrity', as this process of reflexive sense-
making, is part of employees capacity to 'blow the whistle' on
bad practice, to lodge official protest against injustice, to
challenge demeaning behaviour and to build an alternative to
the 'ethics of distrust'. It is part of contributing to the
development of better practice and a constant process of
revision of accepted professional values and commitments in
the lightof new challenges and demands.

Honesty and integrity are defined as qualities that allow an
individual to do the rightthing. Honesty is the adherenceto the
facts and sincerity, while Integrity is something deep. A simple
example of lack of integrity is "Employees call in "sick"
because they don't have any more paid time off when they
actually just need to get their personal works done." A person
that lacks integrity is worstthan one, that one lacks skills.

It is important to have integrity in the work place for many
reasons. A person's character is ultimately defined by
integrity. Success will come and go, but integrity is forever.
Integrity makes you doing the rightthing at all times and in all
circumstances, whether or not anyone is watching. It takes
having the courage to. do the right thing, no matter what the
consequences will be.

Personal integrity involves acting in accordance with one's
own values, commitments and principles, while professional
integrity entails acting in occordonce with the values, goals
and principles of the profession and organisation towhich one
belongs, NLC Ltd., in present context. There are accepted and
approved sets of values and goals in every profession and so is
the case with NLC Ltd.
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Integrity will also uphold the unity of a group and it is the
backbone of efficiency. Warren Buffet, Chairman and CEO of
Berkshire Hathaway said it best, "In looking for people to hire,
look for three qualities: integrity, intelligence, and energy and
if they don't have the first one, the othertwo will kill you."

Dishonesty may provide instant gratification in the moment
but it will never last. I can think of several examples of people
without integrity who are successful and who win without ever
getting caught, which creates a false perception of the path to
success that one should follow. That momentary result comes
at an incredibly high price with far reaching consequences.
That person has lost his ability to be trusted as a person of
integrity, which is the most valuable quality anyone can have
in their life. Profit in financial terms orpoweris temporary, but
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profit in a network of people who trust you as a person of integrity is forever. The value of the trust others have in you is far beyond
anything that can be measured. For entrepreneurs it means investors that are willing to trustthem with their money. For employees
it means a manager or a boss who is willing to trust them with additional responsibility and growth opportunities. For companies it
means customers giving them more and more business. Foryou it may mean having a group of peoplethatare willing to gothe extra
mile with you. The value ofthe trust others have in you goes beyond anything that can be measured because it brings along with it
limitless opportunities and endless possibilities. Once again I repeat

IIHonesty depicts personality while integrity depicts your chcrccter"
With best wishes to all,

Shiv Raj Singh
Chief Vigilance Officer

Achievements of Vigilance Department During the Year 2014-15
A Bird's View

Having main focus on the Pro-active, preventive, and First time in NLC, Annual Book Fair and Safety Week
participative vigilance activities, vigilance department Celebrations were used as a platform to spread vigilance
conducted 159 Surprise Checks, 38 Regular Checks, 13 CTE awareness messages by displaying anti bribery board and
type checks, 45 Quality checks and 22 Follow up checks screening anti-corruption short films. As a long term measure,
res u Iti n gin va riou s System ,-- --, vigilance department has introduced
improvements and streamlining the "Ethical Awareness" program to
procedural lapses. The efforts of inculcate ethical values to the school
vigilance department resulted in children in Neyveli Township, covering
financial benefit to the company to the 1300 children from 15 schools. Every
tune ot e zs.se crores durtno theveor. month two classes are taken and 80

On initiative of vigilance department, the classes have been covered upto March-
management have implemented various 2015.
IT based systems vlz., Online TA bills The Vigilance Department have taken
submission, Annual Property Returns, up 277 numbers of classes covering 7780
Web based MIS, Detailed Engg. Mgt. employees of 30-60 minutes duration in
System, Online Monitoring of SME training programs at Learning &
Erection in addition to Publishing of Development Centre and conducted 10
Tenders in NLC's website and CPPP, customized/ tailor made programs
e-auction & e-procurement to bring out covering 500 executives with the
more transparency and efficiency in the concerned officials at all the Units and
system. received very positive feed back from

The NLC Vigilance department is one of Unit heads to reduce the knowledge gap
the first PSU to introduce a unique among the employees. Thereafter, the
"On line vigilance clearance - OVC" Contract manual and Purchase Manual
system with the facility of knowing the file have been updated by the Ma nagement.
status by the concerned employee, Online HR Manual is underreviewforupdation.

Complaint Tracking system resulted in ShriShivRajSingh,CVOduringhoistingtheNLCflag Recommended various system
speedy disposal of complaints. To attheVigilanceOfficePremisesduring improvement-to indicate some

h th bll t' th NLC the Raising Day Celebrations of the Company (20.05.2015) • if tvlen ance e pu ICpercep Ion, e siqru icon VIZ.,

Vigilance department have undertaken various measures like (a) Switching over from STE/LTE to PTE with reasonable
Hosting key information in' company website, Providing
feedback to the genuine complainant after investigation,
getting feed back from people through various interactive
programs, Ensuring appropriate action against the guilty and
protecting the innocent.

PQR for purchasing of conveyor belt resulted a good
saving to the company,

(b) NLC GH referral system modified by sub-delegating to
DGS /Medical stationed at Chennai has reduced the
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anxious waiting period to the employees/their family
members giving relief to the employee of pain due to
delay in approval for further treatment and also
resulted in reduced expenditure on hospital charges
to the company,

(c) On advice of vigilance department, Management
has formulated SOP for recruitment bringing
transparency and fair recruitment process

(d) Strictly following DLR system and making paymentto
contract workman through bank

(e) Innovating the system of advertisements in
newspapers for cost reduction

(f) Use of Biometric AMS system was streamlined and
improved that was lacking for several years.

(g) Installing surveillance camera at vulnerable location

(h) Improving quality of vegetables and groceries in
Industrial Canteenetc.

Overall our efforts resulted in better transparency, increase
efficiency, time & cost savings and helped the company in
achieving its goal. A book has also been published citing
various past cases by name" Lessons from Vigilance Cases"
with 51 selected cases and six anti corruption laws of India.

NLC Vigilance department have been awarded 2nd year
consecutively with prestigious "Corporate Vigilance
Excellence Award-2015" and "Best Vigilance Personnel
Award-2015" to the CVO in individual category, by the
Institute of Public Enterprises, Hyderabad.

In fine, the role played by the CVC/ NLCVigilance Department
to take up the issue of enormous time and cost overrun due to
delay in commissioning of TPS-II Expansion has resulted in
culmination of completion of CODof both the Units.

Spreading the Expertise
Programmes PartiCipated by evc at New Delhi, Bengaluru and Mumbai

CVO at International Conference
on 'Integrity Pact and Probity

in Public Procurement' at New Delhi
on 17th September .2015,organized by
Transparency International India (TII)

CVO at the Programme 'Promoting Transparency in A
Public Procurement and Integrity' at Bengaluru on 23rd & 24th July 2015

jointly organized by Bharat Electronics Limited,
Kudremukh Iron Ore Company Ltd. & Transparency International India

CVO at the Training Programme
on 'Gain and Retain Customers'

at Mumbai on 08 & 09th August 2015, >
organised by

Qualified Learning Systems
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Some of the Significant System Improvements recommended by
NLC Vigilance Department and its Impact

A. HR Department
Referral Committee/N LCGeneral Hospital:
Vigilance Advice: Based on a Surprise Check, it was noted
that reply for fax messages from referral hospitals for further
treatments of employees are not sent on time, it was advised
to send the reply for the Fax messages received from Referral
Hospitals immediately, sothat patients do not suffer at referral
hospitals.

Outcome/Impact: A doctor in the level of Deputy General
Superintendent/Medical already at Chennai Regional Office
is sub-delegated with the powers to approve the
correspondences of Referral Hospitals. The timely
communication of the confirmation to the referral hospitals
facilitate timely treatment and reduce idle payment (resulting
in savings) to the hospitals apart from alleviating patient's
pain dueto waiting.

Introduction of ORDAS in NLCGeneral Hospital:
Vigilance Advice: Based on certain difficulties faced by
employees to avail the medical facility due to over crowding in
the Out Patient department, it was suggested to introduce
Online Registration of Doctors Appointment System (ORDAS)
to enable the employees make advance booking with
preferable time slot in the required department.

Outcome/Impact: The system has been implemented from
14-5-2015 providing booking facility to the employees through
NLC Intranet, which has brought great relief to the employees.

Recruitment:
Vigilance Advice: Observing certain deviation in recruitment,
it was recommended that SOP for all recruitments is to be
formulated.

Outcome/Impact: For the Teachers recruitment SOP is
prepared. For each recruitment separate SOP is being
prepared.

Swimming Pool:
Vigilance Advice: Based on certain check at swimming pool,
it was suggested that, details of entry fee to be paid by the
guest members (non-members) may be displayed at
prominent places. A separate entry register may be
maintained for non-members.

Outcome/Impact: All the suggestions are complied with.
Misuse of the club facility wos eliminated and the collections
are properly accounted.

Pre-casting Yard:
Vigilance Advice: Based on a regular check it was observed of
higher indenting by the users, thereby enhancing the

estimate, it was suggested that a committee may be
constituted with executives of CTO and indenters to frame up
their requirement judiciously and with lifting schedule and
Monthly review may be made by the committee for updating
their requirement. Material audit may be carried out on
monthly basis.

Outcome/Impact: As suggested, Committee was constituted
and requirements are monitored. Thereby reduction in
estimate value of Pre-cast items in future tender.

Payment to Contract Workers through Bank:
Vigilance Advice: Based on several complaints of under
payment to the workmen by the contractors engaged by them,
it was recommended to ensure that the workmen are paid not
less than stipulated minimum wages and all payments are
made through Bank as per the guidelines suggested by
Vigilance department vide Lr.No. DCVO/N LC/190/2014,
dated 17-11-2014.

Outcome/Impact: The suggestion of Vigilance department is
implemented in Barsingsar, Some divisions in NTPL Some
divisions in TA and Mechanical Services&Transport. Forother
areas it is proposed to be implemented in the next BMC
contracts which are tentatively commenced from Aug/Sep 2015.

Publishing of NLC Advertisements etc. in the News
Papers:
Vigilance Advice: Based on some check, it was observed that
empanelment of advertiSing agencies are being done through
LTE. Hence it was suggested to empanel advertising
agencies through PTE instead of LTE to have more
competition and cost savings tothe company.

Outcome/Impact: The process with regard to selection of
advertising agencies for empanelment has been initiated and
under progress.

Procurement of Quality Vegetables and Groceries for
Industrial Canteens:
Vigilance Advice: Based on field checks in industrial
canteens, it was suggested to improve the Quality parameters
in line with the standards specified by the Food Safety and
Standa rds Authority of India (FSSAI).

Outcome/Impact: Itis underfollow-up.

Subletting of quarter in township.
Vigilance Advice: TA Dept. may /sholl update the definition of
"subletting" when there is sharing by the close relatives in line
with the rules of the Directorate of Estates/Ministry of Urban
Development of Government of India subject to the approval
of competent authority.
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Outcome/Impact: Proposal has been initiated by Township
Administration Department and sent for approval of
Competent Authority. It is under progress.

Community hall booking for marriage of the wards of
the employees.
Vigilance Advice: Based on some information about certain
difficulties in booking community halls for marriage of the
wards of employees, the following suggestions were made to
the TA authorities.

a) Hosting web page indicating vacancy and allotment
position of community hallsto benefitthe employees.

b) To host cancellation details.

c) Publishing application in pdf form to download by the
employees.

d) To give preference to the genuine marriage proposals with
documentary evidence.

Outcome/Impact: Transparency enhanced and increased
convenience forthe employees.

B. Planing & Projects Department
WaiverofPTE:
Vigilance Advice: Based on a study taken up in waiving of
PTE, it was suggested to take necessary appropriate action to
follow the contracts and purchase manual of NLC and CVC
guidelines strictly.

Outcome/Impact: A Circular has been issued by Director/P&P
vide Circular No. NLC/Dir(P&P)/731/2014, dated 08-04-2014
for strict compliance. Waiver of PTE is drastically reduced to
41 tenders during 2014-15, which were 115 tenders during
2012-13. Thereby resulting in increase of competitive price
bidders.

Works Under Sustainable Development Activities:
Vigilance Advice: Based on certain observation in preparing
the proposal, it was suggested to issue a circular indicating that
any project works under the sustainable development (SD)
activities, justification for price reasonablenessare to be properly
formulated beforesubmitting the proposal,asper rules.

Outcome/Impact: A circular No. 243/GM(CP&Env)/Award of
Works/SD Projects/2014, dated 12-01-2015 has been issued
by DGM/CP & Envt. for strict compliance.

C.Mines Department
DLR System in Contract Works:
Vigilance Advice: Based on observation that at some places,
the proper record of labour engagement and subsequent
payment was maintained it was recommended to implement
DLR system in all the contract works strictly to eliminate any
lesser payment.
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Outcome/Impact: The above suggestion was implemented.
Thereby, manipulation of any kind with regard to contract
labour attenda nce/payment is eliminated.

D. Thermal Power Department
Uploading of Tender in CPP Portal:
Vigilance Advice: Observing certain discrepancies in
uploading tender details in CPPR it is suggested to issue a
circular to all the executives working/assessing the CPP
portal, insisting to take more care while feeding the
information in the CPP portal.

Outcome/Impact: A Circular has been issued by CGM/TPS-II
Expansion vide Circular No. Nil, dated 10-03-2015. As such,
the information is feed in the CPP Portal properly.

Maintenance/Rectification of MG/DG Sets:
Vigilance Advice: Based on check on rectification of MG/ DG
sets, it was suggested to get the signature from the user
divisions at the time of receiving and handing over of the
MG/DG sets for Maintenance/rectification works.

Outcome/Impact: The above suggestion is complied with.
Thereby, properaccounting procedure for billing is ensured.

Stores Maintenance:
Vigilance Advice: Observing some deviation in maintaining
record of material issues, it was recommended to introduce
BINCard Systems in Storesapartfrom Registerentries.

Outcome/Impact: The above suggestion is under
implementation.

E. Barsingsar Project
Improvements based on the observations/suggestions
of CVOduring the visit to Barsingsar Project
a. All the defective surveillance CCTV camera system are
replaced with new system and taken over by CISF personnel.

b. The house keeping of operating areas and hygienic
condition of canteen is improved. Fly catchers installed.

c. Mines 'First aid centre' equipped well, mock drill
conducted, ambulance availability and coordination of OHC
staff ensured during the mock drill.

d. Automation of Weigh Bridge with CCTV.

F.Finance Department
Imprest:
Vigilance Advice: Based on observation that imprest expenses
are accounted by different codes by different units, it was
recommended to account in a single code for consolidation of
total expensesatthe yearend to have better control.

Outcome/Impact: As suggested, imprest amount guidelines
were issued streamlining the use and accounting of Imprest
amount.
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In line with the appeal made by Hon'ble Prime
Minister of India during delivering his speech on 68th
Independence Day for construction of Toilets for
school boys and girls and also provide clean hygienic
toilets to the common people, NLC Vigilance
Department had conducted checks(based on
information) of existing public toilet at vehicle stand
and also school toilets at Jawahar School Annexe
Block-9, Neyveli and also carried out random checks
of the toilets constructed by NLC at various schools of
Tamilnadu underCSRscheme.

Public Toilet at Central Bus Stand:
Vigilance Advice: Based on complaint of over
charging by the contractor in usage of public toilet,
Township Administration Department was
communicated to facilitate the common public with
standard hygienictoiletfacility atfree of cost.
Outcome/Impact: Standard of cleanliness improved
and pay & use toilet converted as free toilet. Thereby
common public are benefited.

Toilets at Jawahar School:
Vigilance Advice: Based on some information about
precarious condition of toilet facilities at Jawahar
school, vigilance official visited the facilities and
advised to renovate the toilet facilities within a
specified time frame. As the black board was also
found to be unusable, itwas also suggested to replace
the black board.

Outcome/Impact: As suggested by vigilance
department the toilets have been renovated and also
the black board have been replaced giving a great
relief to the school children.

Toilet Fixed with Tiles

New Water Taps Provided

Black Board Painted

Cleaning Works under taken by NlC Vigilance Oept. under Swachh Bharat Abhiyan
NLC Vigilance Dept. have
taken up the cleaning
activities in a planned

schedule at various places in
Neyveli townshop

under the 'Swachh Bharath
Abhiyan' announced by the
Govt. of India. On 10.07.2015

the officials cleaned the
Passenger shelter at Water
Tank Bus Stop, Block - 10.

To send information/complaints/feedback with identity to this branch,
log on to N LC Intranet and also email tocvo.nlc@nlcindia.com
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